EdgeX Application Working Group 6/11/2019

Topics for today:

- **Ideas for repos for EdgeX hosted app services**
  - Rules Engine/Configurable App Service
    - **Separate Repos: +Mike +Jim**
      - App-services-default
      - Pro: create own release strategy
    - **Single/mono Repo:**
      - app-services-examples
        - /rules-engine
        - /configurable
        - /azure
        - /aws
        - /alicloud

---

**THE #1 PROGRAMMER EXCUSE FOR LEGITIMATELY SLACKING OFF:**

"MY CODE'S COMPILING."

checking out the monorepo!

**HEY! GET BACK TO WORK!**

checking out the monorepo!

**OH. CARRY ON.**
- Our thoughts on Configurable Pipeline Service:

```python
[Pipeline]
[Pipeline.DeviceNameFilter]
deviceNames = [ "red", "yellow", "green" ]

[Pipeline.ValueDescriptorFilter]
valueDescriptors = [ "red", "yellow", "green" ]

[Pipeline.JSONTransform]

[Pipeline.HTTPPost]
url = "http://"
mimeType = "" #OPTIONAL - default application/json
```

1. Pipeline should watch for changes from registry if configuration changes (aka Dynamic Pipeline)
2. Documentation should be created
3. All Functions should match exactly the name and parameters as they are in the SDK with what is in the Configuration

Any Bugs needing to be discussed?

Any Other Updates?

Versioning to be discussed